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Laura Lota Short, Joy May, Mandy Allen, and Pat VenclU think up 
dances for the Drum and Sandal Show, April 27. 
Vocational Conference Is 
Success... Thanks To Many 
The Vocational Information Conference held on campus April 7, 
8, 9,  and  10 was indeed a huge succese.   The  meetings were  well 
attended and a great! deal of Interest was shown.   ___^_ 
The  conference    was    smoothly "* 
Drum and Sandal 
To Present A 
Dance-O-Rama 
April 27, at 8:00 in Hiram Brock 
Auditorium The Drum and. Sandal 
Club will have its Spring show. 
It will be a two-act show with a 
"SAiior Surprise" extra. The first 
act will depict moods such as 
Love, Hate, Sorrow, Gaiety, and 
Temptation. "South Pacific" is 
the theme of the last production 
which will feature Debbie'Bell as 
Nellie; Joyce Watson Brown as 
Emile DeBeque; Carol Louden as 
Liat; Vk G. Tloyce as St. Cable; 
Susie Phelps as.Bloody Mary; and 
Nancy Hale at SgT* Billie. It will 
also include a cast of natives, 
sailors, and nurses. There will 
also be a solo by the club presi- 
dent, Carol Louden, entitled 
"Dreamy". 
The admission is 80 cents. Tick- 
ets may be obtained from the club 
president. 
. 
■ 
■ 
■ 
- .' 
run through the efforts of Dean 
Emma Y. Case and the numerous 
student committees. These com- 
mittees worked for weeks in ad^ 
vance of the conference to insure 
its success. 
A kick-off dinner for the con- 
ference was held Monday night, 
April 6, at 6:80 in the cafeteria. 
Those present were challenged by 
Gus Franklin and Judy Leete, gen- 
eral co-chairmen, to make the con- 
ference for 1969 the beBt one 
to date. Dean Case was presented 
with a doseh red roses by Gus 
Franklin on behalf of all who 
worked on the conference in ap- 
preciation of her unUring efforts. 
Several of the speakers com- 
"mented on the conference. Mr. 
Frank Falconer, WKYT, Lexing- 
ton, said, "The conference can 
change someone's mind or it can 
talk someone into going into a cer- 
tain field. However, it takes more 
than one hour to decide upon a 
vocation."     _. _^_*^ 
' '*x*r. w.H..«prag:enaV--v-^-^ityX| 
Louisville, felt that the conference 
was moat worthwhile to freshmen 
and sophomores from the educa- 
tional standpoint; and to the jun- 
iors and seniors from the Job-get- 
ting view. 
There were many other com- 
ments   on   how  well-organised 
ATTENTION SOPHS 
There will be a Sopho- 
more Class Picnic on May 
9, at Berea, which prom- 
ises dancing, food, ind- fun 
for everyone. The price is 
50 cents per person and 
all Sophomores are urged 
ta come and bring_ a friend. 
Transportation will be pro- 
vided by a truck which will 
leavj from Uurnam at 4:00. 
Eastern Freshman 
Is Miss Richmond 
A brown-eyed, blonde was the 
winner of the MisvRichmond Page- 
ant ■ 
This honor was bestowed on Judy 
Hovious in the finals at Hiram 
Brock Auditorium on Thursday 
. night, April 9. She was present- 
it edt trophy, 850 prize, bouquet of 
was. and how friendly, helpful and fiowerSf „& QM opportunity to en- 
polite-the students were. Dr. Wm. ter the Miss Kentucky contest. 
Matthews, Universityof «"*£<£ ^ oW ^^ 
said he was impressed as always J-       snonsared bv Pershine 
3? ^vffish^y"<hethaaS"nhai  Ses.TheTn^^ngVphysS 
"It simply iton,    he isaid,    tnat  ^^tion but wlahefl to fi£$y at- 
.tudepts canget the **<»«»»■ ^d modeiing school.   Her meaa- 
A?/°ntW^iri  ?£?. ^ntere^ce urements: 34-22-34. five feet-seven 
£&£ caf resfassSreiT0: and a half inches tall, ^pounds 
job done well. 
Rose fete 
Planned Fc 
Sullivan Hall 
First runner-up was Mary Ann 
Allen who was sponsored by Blue 
Grass Hardware. Second runner- 
up was Elaine Smith sponsored by 
Kentucky Utilities. The thirty-one 
contestants voted Jackie Meyers 
the title of Miss Congeniality. All 
three of these girls are Eastern 
students.. 
After all the contestants were in- 
troduced in bathing suits and for- 
.... _». mals, the judges narrowed the field 
On April 25, Sullivan Hall will to ten—Miss Hovious, Miss Allen, 
have its traditional White Rose y^ Smlthf Leandra Tunks, Joan 
Formal which is a dance for all Dawson, Elaine Norris, Shelby 
of the girls of Sullivan.Hall and Richardson, Barbara Ware, An- 
thelr, dates. The music will be gela Holbrook, and Jeanne Adams, provided by Larry Kenser and his The ten performed their talent and 
band, and the decorations will tne judges eliminated five girls, 
consist of white roses in worted ta the remaining quintet with the 
arrangement* The hignugnt or ^yjnngr and the runners-up were 
the evening will ^ tte croiyning Miss Dawson and Miss Adams. The 
of a queen by President O Dora»<tfL ^^j decisIons were made after 
The dance is being planned by ^ j^g^ of ceremonies Nick 
Sullivan's House Council under ^^ interviewed each of the 
the   direction   of   the    President d them tlons on 
Unda   Lasater,   and   the   Social  vftrioua   sublets Chairman, Marilyn Morris, and her v™" 
committee. 
Open House will be con- 
ducted at O'Donnell Hall 
from 2:00 to 6:00 p. m. on 
Sunday, April 26. The pub- 
lie is invited to come and 
visit Eastern's newest 
dormitory. 
In the talent phase of the show, 
Miss Hovious rendered a dramatic 
monologue, "Salvation Bess Tells 
Her Love Story." 
Music was furnished far the 
pageant by the orchestra of Larry 
Kinser, an Eastern student. Ed 
Lyons sang "Miss Richmond", 
song written for the occasion by 
Mrs. James Baechtold. 
This pageant was the first of its 
kind held here in Richmond. 
HOW WE'VE 
GROWN 
The following figures for East- 
ern's enrollment since the fall of 
1928 show an impressive increase 
of 2,352 since that year. It was 
at its' lowest during the year 
1943-44 with a total of 270 stu- 
dents. Of this figure 270 were 
women and snly 53 warn -men. At 
this time Eastern was- on the 
quarter system. The largest uv 
creases in enrollment during this 
30 year period were in 1930-31 
when enrollment increased from 
493-707; and again in 1954-55 
when it rose from 1412-1690. The 
most impressive increase came in 
1965-56 when 502 students? raised 
the enrollment figure from 1690 
of the previous year to 2192. The 
second highest increase came the 
following year with 'an increase 
of 4.Qa.^tudents.    ,_.       _ 
'     ■       ' »c -    ■ 
Methodists Hove 
Successful Meet 
The week-end of April 3-8 the 
Wesley Foundation and the First 
Methodist Church were hosts to 
the Kentucky Methodist Student 
Movement. Fourteen Kentucky col- 
leges were represented with a 
total number of 165 present. 
The conference opened Friday 
night with get-acquainted recrea- 
tion. This was followed by a plat- 
form talk by Dr. X>. D. Holt. Dr. 
Holt presented the group wijh 
many challenging thoughts and 
ideas on what, why, who, when, 
and where is the church. Work- 
shops were seVup to inform stu- 
dents and advisors on .-Publicity, 
Recreation, World Christian Com- 
munity <*disions), Workahip, 
Drama, Local Officers, and Local 
Advisors. 
Saturday after a luncheon pre- 
pared by the Fellowship clam at 
the church, a business session 
was held and new officers were 
elected. Vicki Howard from Rich- 
mond was elected to the state of- 
fice of Publicity Chairman. Vicki 
has served this year as vice-presi- 
dent (program chairman) for the 
local group, and she has done an 
excellent job. 
Other officers elected were: 
Nancy Mays, President; William 
Vogel, 1st Vice President; Walter 
McGee, 2nd Vice President; Bar- 
bara Sue Johnson, Secretary; and 
Willis Haws, Treasurer. 
An April Showers Banquet was 
held in the church basement Sat- 
urday evening. Miss Janet King 
and Mr. Bob Azbill provided the 
musical entertainment. Berea's 
•Wesley Foundation presented a 
•kit. 
The conference was brought to 
a close with the installation of the 
new officers, a communion eerv- 
Ice, iad-the final address by Dr. 
Ho* 
Donald Donaldson, Angle Holkbrook, and Joyce Watson Brown rehearse 
a dance from the DanceTO-Rama put on by the Drum and Sandal Club. 
GUS'FRANKLIN IS HONORED 
BY DANFORTH FOUNDATION 
Gus Lee Franklin, a senior from Bellevue, has recently been 
appointed! as a Danforth Fellow for the academic year 1959-1960 by 
the advisory council of the Danforth Foundation. The appointment 
was granted upon' expectation of the successful completion of under- 
graduate study  at  the  university of the student's choice. 
As a Danforth Fellow, Gus will  dividual    need    up    to    certain 
attend the annual  Fellow Confer-   maximum annual grants, 
ence on Christian Teaching.    The      Special emphasis is placed upon 
Danforth Fellows and their wives   a traditional "relationship  of en- 
will be the guests of the Founda-   couragement"   by   the  Foundation 
tion at the conference, with all ex-  la hepas that the student will be 
penses   paid.     The   program   for helped to  utilize   his   full   talents 
the   conference   Includes   lectures,   and abilities as a teacher, 
seminars",   discussions,   recreation.      The program was established in 
and     fellowship.    Each    evening  1951.     About   50   students   now 
there   will   be   an   informal   devo-   have   their   doctor's   degrees   and 
tional   service   of  a  non-sectarian   there are now 523 in the group, 
character.    The dates of the 1959 
Conference are September 7-13. 
Gus is president of OAKS, presi- 
dent of S.N.E.A., vice-president of 
Kappa Delta Pi, and general co- 
chairman of the Vocational Con- 
ference. He is a member of Who's • -_. t • . Who Among Students in American Miss Joy-May, a senior phystcai 
UDiverv.;Ues and Colleges, *anV ta -*uuu*tion ma*,., from Prestons-' 
active in Math Club, Music Club, burg, has recently received a 
Physics Club, Messiah, and Choir, teaching fellowship at MacMurray 
Gus was also the recipient of the College In JM^Ju^„gi»?J: 
Freshman Math Achievement Jhf feUowship toUita $1700 and 
Award and the J. M. Alverson full tuition, a furnished apart- 
Award here at Eastern                       ™nt>   "****•   *»*   *   stipend   of 
A
 Wort^FeUowahlps'are Issued f%5*gg»JJ^J! 
*n  .«nn™0^r. HT,A  anoiit   crroduAtp a   Methodist   college,   Miss   May 
StuJSST SqSr STBS will  teach  ten   to  twelve.hour* 
possible teachers. From the classes gffNT.X J^***ffg* JE* 
of   1959,   87   college   seniors,   of 8nm «* ^tge physical educa- 
ZSSttS^EL&S* ^ U°jnoy8eivo?edCliri8Ju«ior girl fax 
"STjoSf«S wnf&eive the jg»frj»».*g>3**Esf3 
awards choose their own graduate ffP£ **gA**&*&SFW* 
schools and are expected to con- ^Z^^f^J^J^^KA. 
^orti^Fel&re appointed *r°^A*£&ltt of 
on the  basis  of exceptional aca- J•*• A.   Other ♦jg^^.0* 
demic    ability,    personality   con- W,J"*  ■£ £,£»TSw T^fch?     • 
P-MIIRI   to   the   classroom   and  in- *re KfiPP& Delta Pi, Phi Tau CM, 
tSitv   and   cSSw-lhcWdiSr Camping Club, Drum and Sandal, 
seSo-S in^ry^ttrr t£cS- Cwens, and CJUegate Pentitcle. 
tian tnrtSoh    A board of seven      **!**  triced  M'   ^£j*ont 
distinguished educators made the ^rf1"*1 £™? 2S£SS^S     ' " 
cSf distance- acceding-to   in- *%»&£%£^cSfp/TSS    ' 
'I 
r j 
May Recipient 
Of Fellowship 
374 Degrees 
To Be Awarded 
The following is a list of the 
professional degrees to . be pre- 
sented'in the commencement exer- 
cises In June. The total Master's 
Degrees in Education are 34. The 
undergraduates \rill receive de- 
grees in the following subjects: 
Art, 8; Biology, 6; Commerce, 81; 
Chemistry, 1; Elementary. Educa- 
tion, 126; English, 88; Geography 
and Geology, 14; Health and Physi- 
cal Education, 28; History, 11; 
Home Economics, 11; Industrial 
Arts, 29; Mathematics, 11; Music, 
12; Music, 12; and Social Science, 
26. The total undergraduates for 
June is 840. 
due University. 
COMBS WINS IN 
MOCK PRIMARY 
In the Mock Primary held at 
Eastern on April 13, Bert T. 
Combs and Wilson Wyatt were 
the winning candidates. Harry 
Lee Waterfield and J. B. Wells 
were next on the Democratic 
ticket. John M. Robsion and Pleas 
Mobley led the Republican ticket. 
Frank C. Henry was "elected At* 
tomey General; Earl Richey for 
Auditor; Thelma Stovall, Treas- 
urer; and Wendell P. Butler, Supt. 
of Public Instruction. 
A total of 1,389 students voted 
and Combs received almost half 
of the votes. 
j 
Ml 
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THE EASTERN PROGRESS       PATERNALISM OR NCT?     Behind The 
Members  of  Associated  Collegiate   Press , • 
subscription rate:  Two dollars yearly Has our college become too paternal (or mater- _     .    , 
Beveriv Dansbv oolh too concerned over student welfare?  This "con- rfiHllliTl Edltox Wy
 ""^ corn" refers to the counseling system, the close super- rUUIUIII 
Eastern Kentucky state College vision or class schedules and dorms, adjustment, person- 
Business Manager 1^^.^t^..  Barry Pidc^c olitjr, and general behavior .as a whole of the student vSSUtt&SS C^rS 
Feature Editor ~ Betty Burnside   body. I think the conference M one of 
Staff  Typist -.   Maxine   Watts Some  of the questions Concerning  "paternalism"  the beet events held on this cam- 
sports Editor Larry Knarr that could be asked oneself are. should parents receive ISdenJv* &ZJFL tfiTwit! 
Circulation  Manager     Stan Bradbury  „ew$ about fa^fr CBna"$ progress in college, shouM DfO- }***"* hi many ftelds, but it gives 
Photography Edltox     Bffl ISooth   fe$$ore  ^  .M,^,,,' #vwy *„& ^ p, g|v. ^ ^5^^ con^SnJ 
~* ?**?*  ; ■ — - - 2*,*T quizzes to see that everyone is reading his or her as- anevent of major proportion Faculty Sponsor «   Mr. Mounts  ?. #    A.-IJ __ IIiM1Lr-|««.i-1#iM JI? ^ hie m*Mm~*     Unfortunately,   we   nave   those 
 signment, should an upperclassman run to Ms odvisor who COna,d«r it a waste of time. 
News Staff: Jean Patterson, Mary Reynolds Lowe, Rita Jones, for a<Jvjce ev#ry  fjme he OT she  meets O difficulty,  Or I'm glad this conference has been 
David Adams, Elizabeth Shaw. .L-JJ  -•»--   -----■-—-■■- ««--  __J i-i L_ ~I--  even more successful than the past 
Feature Staff: DotUe Aabtll. Jane Norris, Mike McOrath, WUma ShOUld   ttM?   StUOenr S   personailTy   and   prODMms  »•  ™ OMJ  in   spite of   those  who  tend 
Johnson, Alex Alexander,  Arthur Bve. DUSineSS Of Other people? to  underniine manv  _*HJ2 "P"' 
Sports Staff: Cerald Lumfont, James S. Williams. Let's foofc Ot these questions objectively before we eroiUon Eastern's "campus 
Photography: Mike McGrath. qive a hasfy answer. While some believe that "paternal-    KYMA had a very nice dam* 
■ ■■«■ 11 en ■■ n ■    Btt A ■% M n%^* W *$m" •■•"W $TOP' "WW/ OtnersbelioVO that it is an db- its best and the people attending 
VISI lORS     PARADOX solute necessity.   But only strong arguments can pre- enjoyed tn« quiet atmosphere, i 
senr rne answers ra rneseqnesnons. ment in town had standing room 
Are Eastern students mature enough to assume respon- In defense for this idea, students should bo grateful only. 
sibility for private and public property I If W had a. beau- because the school is interested enough to assist hi Jg** ^Jgi^SJSSi 
itfui new house, could you open it to student use and feel jofrfcnj H* student's problems.   Aba  professors are ££* * hZthyg^ STSSJ 
no qualms? justified in takina roll and aivina noo aliases.   Since nim*«lf?   ** * daring atmosphere ■7      . ^T V^.r^  ywwi^ pwp  ^w«w».    *«"««   or   one    without    a   participating 
Eastern students present a united front, saying, "We the instructor spends time preparing class work, he Is chaperone conducive to an enjoy- 
did not destruct, destroy, or misuse any empus property.'' entitled to see how much the student is retaining, and ^/J^Sis secretary u s A. 
But a behind-the-scenes look shows otherwise.        % pop quizzes are the most convenient way.  As for send- and Miss shockley at the dance. 
,    How did a hole get punched in the ceiling of a dorm »g.«f reports to parents ffct parents definitely have j^oj^e^gngraBJ 
itory? How did mirrors get cracked and windows broken? O right to know what their child IS doing and where charming people. 
Hovv do floors—which would be scuffed some in ordinary their money is going. By recording personal adjustment, #>^^> MSSL^ 
use become so scuffed and scarred that in sections it is hard personality, and general behavior, the school authori- 0 KA VDflk \fiPV 
to tell the ongmal color? And Wonder of Wonders, all this rt#s qre provided with sufficient background to give. L Ot lYl jrUlljUnj 
was accomplished in two months time! prospectrve employers on idea of present students. ^ ,„. ^TL „   „ 
The only plausible answer given was, "Well, we LIVE Granted, that every student, especially freshmen, is Dl   7/   F I  (lkl I F\ 
there." I should say so! not capable of charting his or her future without assist- 1 ULLLL lA/ll I L J I 
In another dorm students Ive such a free existence once, the personnel and faculty of the college are do* • -^.^ oroogwo^ Dui»ie on- 
that the lobby floor is covered with cigarette burns and pop ing a vital job. test  ft^turing 927 prizes andCex" 
bottles—some empty and some half-filled, but all lying on Now for the other side of this question of exces- elusive to college personnel, win 
their sides. And somewhere in this lobby will be an empty s;ve "oaternalkm" be Presented °y Liggett & Myer* 
pop case tilted on end or an ash tray. $y ^ ^ ^^^ ^ of ^^ we|| S^ffiKKg;!     ' 
Upstairs in this dorm the walls have served as targets over twenty, bo treated as high school teen-agers? ^SSmSSlJffAm^ 
for cigarettes and the floors have been their final resting High school graduates who decide to go out into the accredited colleges and univewi- 
place until they burned out. The edges of desks are con- hu«iM«« world withnur jittmmMmi —»—- ««» n.n.rnihi ties are eligible to compete for 
tinuously having- new designs'burned in them while ash ZZ^STjlrt7LZ1,«i.Jt 2 ,.?1 iS-H-?-d? \T the 627 pr^res- <ront?t.,ex.pe,rKU 
trays remain empty a few inches away. HWb ZZJ^TttZ^^ZSZZ S-s'S? $£?&?£ ffi 
These dorms were previously mentioned in this paper .nethod". The ^h^rJm^tLtTT^ ^^SSJ^eK SZ 
as places to show visitors, and were given as examples of araduate with "hid aloves" In the future after aradL t**1* *»**<* ar« °P** t0 th« en"*« 
SQ.AM1 wou.d take eare of haHs and lobbies ppen to *X£^sJ££% i£ ^SS^,^ "* BBfJS- .a «- uU 
What do you think „ow7 '      t .^^ZT^' t^"**' *^^~ S^"?^. & 2* , ^■"09 wy anyone. x compact   etation   wagon   on   the 
HI this era Of moon rockets and fast transnartatian road today.   There are 25 second OF TUB WE'RE PROUD   •••WSoSVXo^^ 
., :       * „-       '^      53^X3,       twe»tioth*«uMioiro counterparts of Hghteenth century ^n .T^^/ofe^ 
Alme^,m KniKl^d «n e'-hty-thw short years ago a finishina .schools for "gentlemen and «on■^^owen^en,,. cteSteS.PL^, S cS^dgt 
new nation was born; a nation born under God. Being so, Wiferiier you decide for or aaainst the Idea of rette3 
it w« destined for leadership   Today we are witaesses to."potetiieils«wisapOrSOmdo^sfenTou^ P^o^lmpTe^JcSword ?E' 
the greatest challenge in the shortest length of time ever J, frfa- discussed on our COIMMK freoueiiltu toAw SteJoirta the contest   only one 
known in the history of the world. The "Stars and Stripes"      """"* aww,ts#n °" *w ««npus treq-enrly today.        *«w is necesLr?  to  wtey bS? 
will always stand out among all nations. Even though we                        Tl            C     •                  f     I »f there is no limit on the numbeT 
are only a small fraction of the world's population we have                            HP     \l\lf O    AT        ITD S S2S8 ^^^wn^'S 
done moie with  less time than  many other countries on                         I IIC    jUllC    01     LIIC wVb?!vaiSf, inT^SiSS$x 
the face of the globe have done with thousands of years.            L»«    , . ..      _ —   . " a»  Myers   ads   in   The   Eweern 
« ~» »3-e stuc,*nt3 <* Eastern are quite fortuna.te in that the writer Progress and also en entry blanks 
Glad are we that we live in America! To us, we have ?* r!*,.co"""" has dec^ed that, he has given too nnjch of his time which will be available on special 
an indescribable feeling as we look upon the immemorial £ SriXH ^Jl0**^?11 1° **?*• to ^he fyture ST* column win •"W18^ where cigarettes are sow 
"Statue of Lihertv" H svmh.il «f   AmprinV lihprtv  mm* 2^22?^J? ?5    Knarr, whose humor has always been greatly ap- Entries   must   he   eccompanled UKlt*i-i?L ,Derly' ua "gj"?       * frlcasr «0«rty.  more predated   by   the  readers   of  the   Progress.   See   you   at   BurnWs by   six   empty   package   wrappew     # liberties than we realize. We have freedom of religion, free- porch!                                                                        * (aU the same brand) from the oen- 
dom Of speech  and  freedom   of the press. These freedoms          TW*  column  is  dedicated  to  the  lovers   of   E.   A.   roe's,   "The testant's favorite type ot cigarette: 
should have a deep meaning for every American. We are Jcv!?:lT°^!!£Lhav£ » vta?aJL,ze1 * few **«••« ^e location of kmg or regular chesterfield, king, 
nroud of the fact that nur fnrrfatherv thnmrht  «f ■■!■»« £? 2??^ McOreary Hall, and Beckham Han, to appreciate it, but box   or   regular    LAM   filter   er proau oi  me raci mat OUT loretatners thought  Of us, pro- for the sake of the art of True Poetry,  I'm sureToull be wiUine Menthol-Mild   Oasis    filter    cig*- 
,ceeding generations, while writing the Constitution of this to do this. *' "*" you" °* wluulg rettes.    Entries  must he  mailed 
great country. We shall not be governed by tota'itarianism THE  RAVINE' to Liggett & Myers, P. O. Box 271, 
whfch wrecks high morak and ideals and is eventually over- nriGAR ALLBN PHIJDrM USE* YSmH' JL.Y»Sfore mid* 
people   by the peonje and for the people. Yet people have Om- many a curious textbook of forgotten lore, f/STS   k iTkl 
evaded free government for hundreds of years. Proud are As I noddted, nearly nappinc suddenly there came a tapping, Uf  ILv   RyipM N 
we of our heritage; a heritage of many nations and in that £L°'^°,'K??e,*?*& ^^.J^P1^ ** my ch*mbcr fet; \N     i*\    \\ 
way we can understand  one another much better. Such ""•«»• ^^ "SntE?mSf '** "* "^^ ■** \I! ., w 
Lincoln. Ahh yes   j remember, twas in the bleak Deeember, flKII   V 
A^ w. I««L-' ,♦  „,.^    „„ ; i     A • And  «*ch   cigarettes  dying  ember,   wrought   its  ashes   on   the Ul As we look at our spacious lands, we see conveniences neor. ^ V/ML I 
almost beyond human comprehension as compared with a Fearfully i dreaded the morrow—i had to pay back what I ...  .......J;      fn_ tha 
centujry ago. In this great land of ours we outproduce any borrowed, oilrfes F  Wea^ OriJtaa7ora! 
created equal. We wiH strive to-kojn America^ong  in ^JESL*""  m  ""^^  ^  **»  """^   ^ 2? Award^E SkfufBreck 
other country,  hsenuet the Constitution declares all men "^unSeTnere forever more. M^^^.rh^^JeeX^'ai 
our HtUe way. Although wo have faults, corresponding with "Dean," said I, "Truly your forgiveness I fanptere." JJSSbrJ neriod^ 
our laek>of fakh, we must do everything we can with what Z!*,*roS,f~i Z" emiHn^SaA ??5 a "S"' ^"^"f— ^     ..     Regulations for the contest are   - We have. T*** I did not hear your gentle rapping, at my chamber door."   ^f,,1^. .      ,   ■» 
I ■ 1..L x *P??edJ¥"e the door. tl   Tne "gp^ei, ghouw be one of 
oo£^SM£S^JTiirS^&*^   ,^^Ri£r^i1J£lw,,M■-•■""-?",,**-,•   I.3mSM'-,**0°k'^»s' ■: ■ still Nwr hv it.    A» we. gaze upon OUT countrywide, W« eee But saw enry the pallid bust er Alfred Neoman. 4.   Th. jm^ae will eeoeMaei 
scenes urfheUerabty beautiful and more than ever, we should ^.  °£3r **»1"*?--"0lWn»' "*2]!s .          -,. ,          * »— *r   ^PP«>IM<ot«iea» of  subject thiiWS  are   very   often  taken   for   vraotad   liv   *hT ««™ Deep, hi* that darkness walking, to myself I was talking. matter. Mings  are  very ewe» laacu  1 or  granted   by  the average -»»MO«nee the eeed named Lenpre ha* sneofcee out of Bar- D.   OriginaJlty 
American, We win «e4 stand back and east aspersions and om-» **>.' c.   %^t  and organixa- j_  t*.  . .   .       , ,  "       _ Stood I there and did I gape, but cetUd see ne fOoa er shape,      tioo e* the •uhject. ■e¥i,nni oiWrnnnnew our beloved land. But, emnmnna -jmm y* i  wniiin faooom d.   internretotron aod pwaenta- 
: will take RuguinniBd»-nge hi ■innnf, nn^aile^an^setellttos        Toa e—, she wore -Tieoe.af Oarta,"        . tkm ef thoughtT 
as a dranVtiffe for higher ntnndards of excellence. Yea, of        "*******»■»**• —^ .■?lLMOre ^ "^ *«*"*■ Tu^S&^e^ 
tW^wea^AcW^eTj^^eu^^ .. S^'ISZ^SSI^JSSShi^ ■ . . .JftSSS^?:.,--. - 
-^-^. 0^>^i««hi^nm,     . .   _      ,; V , (3)   Diction 
-      i I * 
* - ■     .!» 
• 
* 
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A Coed Is - What?- 
A coed comes equipped with assorted pedal pushers and hair- 
dos. Her creed is to enjoy every minute of every hour of every day. 
She can be found in all places—lounging on. dmping around, 
leaning against, busting to, and traipsing from. She is pride with 
a pony tail, nonchalance with a notebook, optimistic with an over- 
coat, and the prettiest of womanhood in woel. 
A coed is a curious mixture, red convertibles, and men. 
She has the eating habits of a She doesn't like 8 o'clock classes, 
canary and the energy of a moun- Monday mornings, and deadlines 
tain trout. To her admirers she on English themes. No one else 
has the mind of Einstein, the derives more pleamise from an 
looks of Kim, the personality of extra hour sleep on misty morn- 
Grace, and the figure of Marilyn, ings, or from a new record. 
To other coeds, she has the form No one else can pack into 24 
of a beer bottle, the personality hours: five classes, two hours of 
of a mackerel, and the mind of a study, three coffee breaks, a full 
beetle. length   movie,   and six  hours  of 
She  leads  a  martyr's   life.  No sleep. 
One else could stand  time  limits .  The coed is here to stay with 
on telephone calls, the frustration aH her curiosities.    She may re- 
of stolen bobby pins, and the pain main a bobby soxer, or attain the 
of waiting for a date. dignity of mink;  but  in'between 
The     coed     loves     week-ends, she is still that curious phenome- 
formal dances, cashmere sweaters, non—a coed. 
ATTENTION 
ALL VETERANS 
There wW be a meeting 
Thursday, April 23, in the 
Little Theater at  4:00 p. 
,m. for the purpose of elect- 
ing officers. This includes 
all veterans not only the 
club members. 
tfo^JncJjzZZ* 
1&*A*LWS 
. 
Ed .Taylor and Paul Suttom saw the handwriting- on the wall. 
of room 27, Barracks 4, that is and decided to do! something; about 
it. 
It will come as a horrible shock to some of the former occupants 
of the room, to learn that all of their literature and art work on 
the wail ha# been covered with a coat of fresh, green paint. The 
beautiful picture that was smeared on the waO with brqwn wax 
shoe polish is now completely obliterated. Taylor and Sutton, halving 
no appreciation of the aesthetic values hi art, thought that the pic- 
ture1 was merely obscene. Only because—but perhaps it's best not 
-to give, si detailed description of the picture here. 
Also gone, are those immortal an imperative sentence (black 
names from the wall. Names which liquid this time) reading, "Go to 
were painted in foot-high letters hell, John." Now, this could give 
of shoe polish (liquid brown), and an" imaginative person many 
whieh Were no doubt Intended for sleepless houra, wondering •Just 
posterity. Nothing: remains but who John was, or perhaps, -why 
a glaring, blank, wall. It is in1- someone wished him in the nether 
deed .tragic, and my deepest regions, or whether hs ever 
sympathy goes out to those un- reached the suggested destination, 
known artists who labored so The Business Office, in selling 
diligently, takmg valuable time paint to the men, became an ac- 
from their studies in order to ceasory to the crime. At the time 
create the masterpieces. when   the  paint *ras  eoM,   they 
As with. most perpetrators of were fully aware of the purpose 
crimes of compulsion, the culprits for which it was being purchased, 
in this case could give no real and, even worse, sold it at the re- 
reasons for their actions. "We duced rate of $1.00 per gallon! At just got tired of looking ,a# ob- these rates, even those with strong 
Bceniues, and decided to get rid* aversions toward painting could 
of them," they said. Taylor re- be tempted to paint walls, 
marked that, since his bed was Perhaps there is some note of 
near the wall, every time he consolation, or encouragement' we 
turned  over,  he  was  faced  with can give to the artists who were 
the victims of this atrociouB deed. 
They could, of course, return and 
try again, but their shoe polish 
expressions of personality will re- 
main in constant danger so long 
as Sutton and Taylor own a paint 
brush. There are many blank 
walls on the campus which could 
use a fresco) and a work Qf art 
would almost certainly have a long 
existence on any of them. It is 
doubtful that anyone else will get 
«* 4his irrational urge to paint walls. 
*- ■*       vi •   »- —  
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THINKING FOR BEGINNERS 
■»•'.. % - I*-   •r-- 
Be Near Those 
You Love... 
Always. 
SHOW TALK 
On Tuesday, April M, the Little 
Theater Club, in cooperation with 
Mr. Gerald Honaker's directing 
class, presented four ©ncact plays 
in the Little Theater. 
Students in the directing class 
directed the plays. Prtecilla Lohr 
directed "The Twelve-Pound 
Look", a comedy of- manners. 
Mary Margaret Lewis directed 
"Lithinia", a drama about murder. 
Jean Patterson directed "Pri- 
vate Affair", a situation comedy, 
and "Tooth or Shave", a comedy 
about Mexican life, was directed 
by Ralph'Mais. 
——»»*——^———— 
WHATS IN A 
NAME? 
Perhaps some of you have won- 
dered why Richmond's High School 
M    called    Madison-Model.    The 
SSsm Hteh^th^odel^gh fn To become educated, one must learn  to appreciate   (what  the Madison mgn.wwn moot*     B educated n^ minority tells us are)  the better things in. life. For 
At this.time the man who was example, you might thintf, that you hate Old English P«try;^Actual- 
then president of Eastern, H. L. jy, you are probably not particularly partialto it since only the 
Donovan, and the Superintendent trashier types ,are available; for use in textbooks. All right-think ng 
of City Schools, W. F. O'Donnell, people appreciate Old English Poetry. Searching and researching 
along with the Board of Regents wfli reveal to the conscientious student a whole new world of oia 
agreed to combine the two schools   English Poetry that can easily .be appreciated. ^„ua« in order to form a larger school por your benefit, an excerpt —all work and no play makes 
and offer a better program at leas  from  a   product of   dilltgent   re-   Jack!        " -i—     ..    _   ■ 
cost than if the two operated as gearch is included so that you can 8 Phantastic though- it may 
separate institutions. iearn to appreciate it all over the   seem,  Phew people    can    figure 
This union meant that the two ptace. (The English Language has what this word means. Phor ad* 
schools combined their football' £een crreatly corrupted since the ditional help see phootnote 12. 
and basketball teams. At the g^ °,d day9 before dictionaries 6 Is-«aid with a lisp to add an 
time of this union the band and ££ literacy, therefore the foot- inebriated effect to the reading. 
glee clubs were combined. Many noteg translating this great work 7 only—I ff»r that 3™ ""JE 
classes were also consolidated and { t0 readabie slang are also in- grasp the full implication of tnia 
taught at one school but not at cXudeA ) Don't give up m the mid- word as placed in this sentence, 
the other. Originally the com- ., remember-you are learning That makes two of us (taking 
were In the Model High Building     .',  to tmnK      * for granted that some one is read- 
and the industrial arts and French  ing this). 
Departments were in Madison -niunfcetn 5 Ith6 JisfT ah8 Lought9 8 a—common article. Pronounc- 
High. During recent years, due * J ^^ word ^ obviously in- ed as if it were a sigh of relief 
to increased enrollments, some of . . b a ,ater writer, since it is as you collapse into an easy chair 
these classes are repeated. discemable     without     translation,   after a hard day at the beach. 
The arrangement,  therefore, al-  " ignorant writer or a       9   Lot-historical character   Be- 
lowed students to enroll in one " ,,„ -tudent would have made lieved to be the world s first vol- 
school  and   attend  classes  in an-  co"*B* hUmder ume salt dealer, 
other.     Diplomas are   given from  *™n th ° filline   word   signi-       10   of—this word requires no ex- 
Madison-Model,   rather  than  from      *   "£jg?   "     g B       planation, so I would like to take 
one of the separate high schools     Iy!,ns,""'    the   meaning    of     this   a   few   lines   here   to   discuss   the 
Madison-Model     is      the     only      d   *• 2»ha;™'*   oxlp authorities   ...  (Editor's note: Stick to your 
school in Kentucky with that kind wort +J*™% gSmfSEfiZ   subject). 
of arrangement,   where   a  college claim mat it u' o*"^ f n    Bunk _ name    given    world 
high school and a city high school g^16 ^"JS, Sough, it surplus beds built in a tier ar- 
are united as one. All the high 'ea™r,;o, , ™ ft" Russian word rangement also slang term refe^- schools   of   the   other   colleges   in £ derived  from   a   Russian   wora   nw   ^^  cata,ogg and othfer 
Kentucky operate as a unit sepa-  for    ^^ the woM   faiSe propagandas.    See also foot- 
3&{5Lft£UK& Z ^jSSZSX Ku, "S 'rne sound "eth" was con- 
ces3f.fl at Madison-Model High ^JZ^tl^TJ^n^Z monly used by the Old English School. . aenance 01 c^e wco« rhymers  to  save  time  and effort 
required to think up a whole new 
;— 
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT! 
You Are Always Welcome At 
, 
GOLDEN RULE CAFE. 
We Are Known For Good Food 
Phone 9156 
South First Street 
word to fit the poem. Though Jt 
sounds like the lisp of someone un- 
der the influence of intoxication 
beverages this should be forgiven. 
You must make allowances tor 
these poor-poor rich people who 
had nothing to do but write poems, 
give  orders,   and   swig  Beer. 
^™WK£ T 
Even if you can't visit those 
you love as often at you'd 
like, your gift portrait wilj 
tell them you're thinking of 
them. You need no special 
occasion to say "hello" with 
a portrait of yourself or your 
family. It's a wonderful way 
to make someone dear_yery 
happy!   _jmtmSm^&mM& 
STANIFER'S 
STUDIO 
Main Street ever Paul Jetfs 
PHONE   29 
MADISON  LAUNDRY 
And  CLEANERS 
1 
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND 
CLEANING SERVICE — 
LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL! 
f HOUR—I DAY SERVICE 
WHEN REQUESTED—NO 
EXTRA CHARGE! 
Third and Water Streets   ~ 
 ' —— 
THUR^FRI^-SAT. 
APRIL,   28—24—26 
«euva PMNerm* A coumu ncTW 
Starts Sunday, Apr. 26- 
■i GIGI" 
WINNER   OF 
k    ACADEMY 
AWARDS! 
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WAWIH urn «M*K*: 
THE ADOLESCENT PROBLEM 
(With the current wide-spread interest in juvenile problems, 
the following: statement of an Eastern student's personal experience 
with a teen-age project might be of more than passing interest). 
When I was in high school, I was director for a radio program 
known as Teen Time. It lasted for an hour and a half and for the 
most part consisted of popular music. Thirty minutes was devoted 
exclusively to jazz and we had a break in the middle for sports and 
school news. 
Five high schools in the county 
participated in this program, 
donating disc jockeys, engineers, 
girls to answer telephones, and 
kids to answer fan mail. When 
our program got substantially un- 
derway, and after talking with a 
number of parents and kids alike* 
I noticed that harmony was lack- 
ing. The parenta felt that their 
children Were problem children 
and on the verge of becoming juvenile delinquents. The kids 
claimed that their parents did not 
understand their problems and 
didn't seem to want to understand 
them. Their big need was to gain 
the feeling of importance. 
After consulting the radio sta- 
tion's general manager and pro- 
gram director, we decided to put 
a suggestion box in each school 
so that complaints could be aired. 
Parents could telephone any com- 
ments they cared to make. 
The biggest complaint that the 
kids had was that they had nothing 
to  do,   no place   to   go.     Project 
one was to present the idea to 
the parents for a youth center and 
to hit the merchants for the funds. 
Everyone went for this idea in 
a big way by washing cars, selling 
pop corn, flowers, junk, papers, 
pop bottles, and anything that 
could, possibly sell. We even 
had three dance bands working 
around the state to raise funds. 
We had pancake sales auction and 
rubbish sales. We sold our old. 
radios, watches, bikes, and teeth- 
ing rings. Within six months, we 
had almost $10,000. As a result, 
we built a nice youth center con- 
taining all the necessary modern 
facilities. 
Unfortunately this youth center 
didn't solve all our problems. We 
still had those that felt ttiey were 
outcast. Some wanted a drag 
strip; some didn't know what they 
wanted. So again, the term 
"mixed-up" is applicable. The 
adults involved were just as' con- 
fused. They claimed to be at 
wit's «nd.   The parents that were 
concerned for their children didn't 
know what to do. Some parents 
felt no need for concern because 
their children were "perfect". We 
tried to get all- th» kids interested 
in the center if only for the pool 
tables. 
My town and county were not 
the only communities confronted 
with problems similar to these. 
All communities have them. This 
day «nd age families are not close- 
ly knit as they once were. Too 
'often the only time the kids go. 
home is -for meals or sleep. When 
one kid had a problem, he wouldn't 
consult a member of his family as 
he should have; instead, he would 
ask a member of the- gang. Most 
likely that gang didn't know any 
more than he. 
On the- other hand, many times 
a kid might ask his mother or 
father a question, only to find his 
folks laughing at him. Maybe they 
wouldn't laugh to make fun of 
him, but because they considered 
his problems nonsense. But the 
kkt would become frustrated 
enough never' to ask for advice 
again. 
Teenage kids like to think they 
are adults. They, try to act grown-' 
up although they don't think 
growrt-up. Sometimes they get 
into trouble. When people don't 
give them enough attention they 
try harder to gain it. Many 
anxieties and tensions build up in- 
side them. They need to let these 
feelings escape. Either it's in a 
wholesome manner or it isn't. 
Churches do a wonderful job 
with young people, but even they 
can't solve all the problems. In 
the younger people's departments 
of religious organizations, as well 
as any other type of organization, 
cliques are formed and some young 
person is left out. Maybe he 
doesn't have a nice new suit, or 
his father isn't of the highest in- 
tegrity, or he is from' the other 
side of the tracks. When one is 
shunned, he becomes hostile. When 
enough of these hostile kids get 
together, trouble results. Usually, 
a snob is the cause of such an 
action. 
These problems cannot be 
answered by any simple means. It 
will take a great deal of patience 
and understanding. Probably, the 
first step should .begin at home. 
A unified family, religious faith, 
and respect for other people are 
good steps in the right direction. 
A good motto might be "Keep- the 
child in the home and off the' 
streets." 
In 1957. a motorist was given 
only 5 points for each pedestrain 
he killed. 
Ocfe To A- 
Grecian Worm 
By Wilber 
Hello! My name is Wilber. I 
am a bookworm. According to 
Webster's Dictionary, a bookworm 
is "any of various insect larva 
which feed on the binding, and 
paste of books." I know because 
I ate Seven copies once. I am, by 
nature, a very hungry little crea- 
ture. Therefore, you would sus- 
pect that I like' to be where there 
are lots of books, an<_I do. 
In the past few months, I have 
tried several places. For a while, 
my favorite lunchette was the cor-' 
ner Drug Store's book shelves, but 
I had to give it up. People were 
always picking up the books and 
opening them. I mean, after all, 
how would you like someone to 
squeeze you right after dinner? 
Besides some of the pictures of 
Briget Bardot gave me indigestion. 
After that I tried a newsstand. 
The magazines were -very tasty. 
But  after a  short time,  I found 
that no one had respect for my 
privacy hare either. I didn't mind 
someone taking me home with 
him, but when he tried to cremate 
me.now that's a different story. > 
Once I tried a highschool library. 
The students were a little bit wild. 
I didn't mind flying through the 
air while eating, it was the sudden 
stop that bothered me. This pro- 
gressive education is strictly for 
the birds!! But at last I'm happy, 
Happy! HAPPY! Do you hear me 
Tm HAPPY. At last I have found 
the perfect place, a Utopia exceed- 
ing any bookworm's wildest 
dreams. No people making noice, 
no. people picking up books, .no 
people trying to set me afire, no 
people tossing me around, "no peo- 
ple?'. . 
This perfect place wlB satisfy 
all but.one of my needs. Hence- 
fore, that would be the need for 
companionship. ^ This place being 
so large and I so small, I find my- 
self completely alone. I'm lone- 
some. 
, I would like to put forth this 
plea to any bookworms out there 
in the Journalism land. If you 
are looking for a paradise, come 
and join me. I- don't know the 
name of the place, but it is to the 
right, when facing what they call, 
"the Student Union Building." 
; STOCKER'S SECOND STREET 
SERVICE STATION 
DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY 
PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE 
For fast,  dependable, courteous service—oil changes—motor tune 
ups—lubrication—car   washes—car   accessories—7   days   a  week. 
WE GIVE TOP VALUE STAMPS! 
WE APPRECIATE COLLEGE PATRONAGE! 
Phone 123 Herman R. Stacker And Sons 
PASQUALE'S 
A Friendly Atmosphere — 
Ask Those Who Know — 
COME IN AND TRY   *    V , 
OUR  HOSPITALITY 
Across from Kroger's — Phone 651 
You Think for Yourself ? (%£ THIS TEST FIND  OUT     ) 
1. Does it bother you to admit that you v_«.r 1 hinf i very popular book?      YES | | NO | | haven't read a 
■< 
2. Do you think there are degrees of       YES f  1 NO f 
cheating in a game or examination? I——I       I—I 
3. Are there certain foods you feel 
sure you'd dislike without having 
ever tried them? 
YE8 □ ""□ 
4. Would you be seriously concerned to YES|    1 NO] 
read in your horoscope that catastrophe 
would befall you tomorrow? 
f 
■ 
-5. Do you often fall short of-cash several ym9 f"   1 NO T 
days before your pay or allowance is I     I       I     1 
scheduled to come through? 
6. When you're driving, do you like 
to be first getting away from a 
stop light about to change? 
7. Would you be reluctant to learn a 
new sport in the presence of friends 
who were experts? 
8. Have you found it to be personally 
true that "a man's best friend 
is his dog"? 
YES £><>□ 
YE8 Q~D 
9. Do you believe your choice 
of a filter cigarette 
should be based on hearsay? 
YESD NOD 
II you're ,the kindtof person who thinks for 
fourself, theVi choosing a cigarette will be 
ased on a carefur-study of the facts—not 
on quick decisions. 
Men and women who think for, them- 
selves usually smoke VICEROY. Their good 
judgment tells them there's only one ciga- 
rette with a thinking man's filter and a 
smoking man's taste. And that cigarette is 
VICEROY.       . .. 
*// you've answered "NO" to eight out of • 
the nine questions above, you really think 
for yourself! >iwMw>*wmhi«iwicn«w- 
i 
Familiar 
pack or 
crush- 
proof 
box. 
The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows - ^^S^^'Sa^ 
1)14 i 
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Maroon Corner. •. 
by  Larry   Knarr 
/ 
Despite the Inclement weather, Eastern's 
spring sports have managed to squeeze in a few 
of their scheduled games, meets, and matches. 
The baseball team, coached by "Turkey" Hughes, 
had won- three out of four ball games, losing only 
to the University of Kentucky. 
A trio of senior outfielders'pace the Maroons 
In batting. 
- Diminutive Oakie Newsome is at the moment 
the team's leading batter. Oakie is hitting a lusty 
.436 for the first four games. He is followed by 
Cliff Swauger with .400 and Larry Wood with .388. 
Shortstop Shannon Johnson is the «Uy Other reg'- 
ular over .300. Shannon is batting .308. He ie also 
the team's leader, in "runs batted to." 
Coach Hughes has used a total of four pitch- 
ers in the four games played to date. Hugh Gab- 
band has worked fifteen innings, and haa one win 
and one loss. His earned run average is at 3.00. 
Dan Bennett and .Gary Fraley have each run 
marks. Freshman Jim Payne from Pleasureville is 
proving to be the bulwark of. the bullpen. Jim 
hqs finished two ball games, and during: the five 
frames that he has worked, he has yet to allow 
a hit or a run. Gabband leads in strike-outs with 
sixteen'. Totals from the trip to Tennessee are not 
included here. 
U was interesting to .note that Austin Peay'e 
bid for membership in the. OVC was rejected. No 
other reason1 was given except that they did not 
receive a unanimous vote from the other schools 
in the conference. Austin Peay is located in Clark*- 
ville, Tennessee, and is gridiron foe of. the Maroons 
next fall "  " 
Kentucky high school coaches were probably 
interested toVead of the views of Lafayette's Ralph 
Carlisle and Henry Clay's John Heber concerning 
their profession during the recent Voc. Informa- 
tion Conference held here at Eastern. Carlisle 
stated that the coaching? profession was constantly 
on the downgrade in the Bluegrass state and: ex- 
horted all coaching hopefuls to try to sell their 
wares in some other stats. He claimed that at one 
time he could remember when there were ten good 
coaches in Madison County alone, but that today 
there were only ten good coaches to be found in 
twenty-fjve counties. 
This was somewhat of a piece of bravery on 
the part of the outspoken Lafayette coach, who 
once was head coach here at Madison High. Al- 
though he may have been exaggerating a little in 
striving to get across a worthy point, there was 
undenlabtyi too much in his .statement. 
Heber, long-time mentor at Henry Clay, made 
enlightening exposition of all work* ingratitude, 
and heartbreaks that makes ooaching a lot lesa 
romantic than most college students wdUld like 
to think. It all must have agreed with Heber, how- 
ever, for he admits that if he had the same de- 
cision to make all over again, he would choose 
the coaching field without a minute's hesitation 
Solemn testimony of the insecurity of the coaching, 
profession is the tremendous turnover. Very sel- 
dom do coaches last over five yeans. When they 
do, it is pretty certain that they must have some- 
thing on the ball. 
The All-State KHSAA team was announced 
last Sunday in the Louisville Courier-Journal. Here 
is the first team: 
Pat Doyle   North Marshall 
Tom Thacker     Covington Grant 
Bert   Greene    Olive   Hill 
Lei and Melear-  LoutevHJe Manual 
Bobby Barton  Covington' Holmes 
Julius Berry   Lexington  Dunbar 
Louis   Stout -    Cynthiana 
Don Ringstaff Livingston Central 
Ken   Dalton       Fancy   Farm 
Bob  Rice    Sandy  Hook 
They are all seniors. 
The golf team haa won only two of five matches 
so far this spring. Wdrd has it that pretty teed 
off about it. 
a 
FEMININE 
FUN 
W. R. A. officially opened their 
softball season on Monday, April 
4. The tentatively scheduled soft- 
ball games are with Morehead and 
the University of Kentucky; 
The new officers have besn 
elected and will be announced on 
Honors Day. 
Plans are . being made for - a 
ladder tournament; in tennis which 
will take~pla*e-early this spring. 
In intramurals the winning 
team was the "Dominoes", con- 
sisting of—Captam, Peggy Os- 
wald; June Cruz, Sue Marcum, 
Ada Campbell, Norma Vinson, 
Gail Baldock, Barbara Sammons, 
and Marjorie Hill. The three re- 
maining teams tied for runner-up 
with these three teams losing two 
games each. 
Camping  Club 
The following new officers were 
elected* at a business meeting on 
April 1—President, Norma Vin- 
son; Vice-President, Barbara Sam- 
monej Secretary-Treasurer, Ame- 
lia Courtney; Devotional Chair- 
man, Judy Leete;" and Publicity 
Chairman,  Sheila Gilreath. 
The membership campaign was 
a success with the following girls 
becoming members: Ann Delnam, 
Sue Marcum, Shirlee Bates, Sheila 
Gilreath, Gail Baldock, Pat Whita- 
ker, and Barbara "Sammons. 
On April 4, the Camping Club 
held a Camping Skill Workshop 
which included such Skills as using 
ah ax and knife, putting up a tent, 
and building a fire. 
A breakfast was prepared by 
Sue Marcum, Judy Leete, Gail 
Baldock, Sheila Gilreath, Barbara 
Sammons, Peggy Oswald, Norma 
Vinson,. and Shirlee Bates. 
• P.- JO. GLUft h ■
On Saturday, May 2, the* P. E. 
Club will hold a play day for all 
the fifth and sixth graders of 
Madison'County. This event will 
include volleyball, track, and other 
field events; and also all of East- 
ern's other facilities will be open 
to them. This play day will last 
from 8 a- m. to 4 p. m. under the 
supervision of the members and 
officers of the P. E. Club.- The 
theme is in accordance with 
President Eisenhower's proclaim- 
ing the first-week in May^as Na- 
tional Physical Fitness Week. 
At the last meeting the mem- 
bers voted on the most outstand- 
ing senior girl. The results will 
be announced at Women's Honor 
Day, April 22. 
At the next regular meeting on 
Tuesday, April 21, the business 
session will consist of election of 
officers for 1959-60. 
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT! 
SWEET SHOP 
North  Second Street 
TENNIS TEAM 
READY TO GO 
-Coach John Cooper will send his 
Inexperienced tennis team up 
against nine opponents this spring. 
Returning tettermen are Dale 
Moore and Homer Proffit, and 
Coach Cooper is hoping to bujld 
his team around these two boys. 
An unexpected blow to the team 
was the loss of Eddie Hatch, who 
played the number two position 
last year behind Bob Burke who 
graduated. Hatch, who was being 
counted on to play number one 
this year, is not narticipating. 
Tom Richardson and Dick 
Hickam are returnees from last 
year's team who have some ex- 
perience. New boys out for the 
'team are Charley Klonne, Tutt 
Terrell, Al Hocker, and Jim Rose. 
Coach Cooper asks the help of 
the students in reserving the mid- 
dle tennis court after 3:30 on 
week-day afternoons for team 
practice   sessions.     The  schedule: 
Apr. 92—Georgetown    Here 
Apr. 24—Tenn. Tech  Here 
Apr. 29—Morehead   Here 
May    2—Tenn.  Tech  Away 
May    6—Morehead  •, Away 
May   7—Georgetown  .,..Away 
May    9—Transylvania    Away 
May 15—Western  Away 
May 16—Western   r...Away 
Coaches Don Feltner and Charles "Turkey" Hughes discuss the roste* 
for  a  baseball  game. 
EASTERN BASEBAtLERS 
OFF TO RUNNING START 
After emerging victorious in their first three diamnod esca- 
pades, the Eastern Maroon nine dropped a 7-4 verdict to the 
Wildcats- of U. K. at Lexington. The Maroons won both ends of a 
twin-bill from Hillsdale (Mich.) College as Hugh Gabbard and Dan 
Bennett each turned in eyet-opening performances on the mound. 
Eastern, behind the three-hit 
pitching of Gabbard, took the first 
game' 1-0. Gabbard allowed no 
base runners to reach third base, 
while he was striking out eleven 
and walking only one. Eastern 
scored the game's only run in the 
sixth on a naked walk to Freddy 
McFarland, a sacrifice by Bobby 
Mills, a hagan single by Larry 
Wood, and a grounder to deep 
short by Johnny Draud. Wood and 
Oakie Newsome each had two hits 
for the Maroons. 
Wood and Bennett led the East- 
ern hit-parade with two apiece in 
the nightcap. Wood hit for the 
circuit In the first and doubled 
in the fourth. Bennett had a one- 
hit shutout on the fire until the 
sixth inning when the visitors 
tallied three times on two hits, 
three bases on balls, and an East- 
ern error. 
The Maroons bested the George- 
town Tigers by a score of 9-2 in 
their third game of the season. 
Gary Fraley started on the mound 
for the Maroons with Jim Payne 
finishing up. Larry Wood again 
paced the Maroons with three hits. 
Mills, Begley, and Newsome each 
banged out two. 
Eastern's first loss came at the 
hands of Kentucky. Gabbard 
started on the mound, but after 
allowing  seven  runs,  he was re- 
lieved by Payne, who held the Cat» 
hitless during the final three 
innings. Cliff Swauger led the 
Maroons with thre hits including 
a triple. Draud had two. Eastern , 
outhlt the Wildcats 11-9, but lost 
the ball game 7-4. 
Teed-Off 
Time 
With five matches behind them'. 
Eastern's golfers have a  total of 4. 
two wins and three losses.    They 
have   defeated  Georgetown  twice 
(10^-7^4 and-14-4)', and have been ' 
defeated  by  UK   (13-5);   Transyl- 
vania (12^-6Vi); and East Tennes- 
see (12•<,-5Mi).   The team, coached- 
by   Glen   Presnell,. 'includes:   El- 
hanon   Collins,     Hazard;     Roland 
Weirwille, Cincinnati, Ohio; George 
Dundon,   Paris,   Kentucky;    Paul 
Van   Hoose,   Fairborn,   Ohio;   and* 
Ed   Standifer,   Cumberland,   Ken- 
tucky. 
Coach Presnell invites the stu- 
dent body to attend the golf 
matches. 
If the people who cemplain about' 
the trash on the grille floor would 
pick it up instead, Eastern would 
graduate a lot more janitors. 
STUDENTS! 
ARE YOU COMING BACK-TO SCHOOL 
NEXT FALL? 
Use Our Box Storage for your 
Woolens! 
Have them returned next Fall on hangers Fresh! 
i 
Take Our Box and Cram It Full— 
One Low Price Stores All... 
Fully  Protected  by  Insurance! 
WHITAKER'S CLEANERS 
Phone  1441  for Box 212 Water St. 
V 
• 
These six Eastern Maroon Hitters combined for a .368 batting average last season and are expected to be 
the We sticks for the diamond crew this spring.  They  are,   from   left:   Charles  Cofnbs,   Richmond,   .388; 
Fred McFarland, Mobile, Alabama, .SIS; Larry Wood, Brooksfield,  .43©;  9hannon Johnson, Irvine, .818; 
John Draud, South gate, .473; and Bobby Mills, Maysvllle, .317. 
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Miui        news 
The resignations of James Earl 
Baker as superintendent of the 
Pairview Independent School Dis- 
trict. Ashland, Ky.. and Paul Tesla 
as head basketball and baseball 
coach at Pairview High School 
were announced recently. 
Mr. Baker has accepted the posi- 
tion of superintendent of city 
schools at Monticello. He received 
his A. B. degree at Eastern in 
1940 and his M. A. in 1983. Mr. 
Tesla, a 1966 graduate, said bis 
plans were indefinite. 
Alfred W. Dawson has been 
named internal auditor at Purdue 
University effective April 1. Daw- 
son joined the Purdue business 
staff July 1, 1956, as staff auditor, 
and became assistant internal 
auditor on October 1, 1957. He 
received his B. S. degree at East- 
ern in 1961 and holds a master's 
degree in business administration ■from the University of Kentucky. 
Mrs. Dawson, the former Ven- 
etta Paye Grit ton, was also a 
member of the class of 1961. She 
is teaching in the city school sys- 
tem. 
'    NORTHERN KY. ALUMNI 
The meeting of Northern Ken- 
tucky ((Greater Cincinnati) Chap- 
ter of the Eastern Alumni As- 
sociation on Friday night, April 
8, brought together a larger group 
of Alumni and "in-laws" than has 
attended the spring meeting of 
this group for a number of years. 
Mr. Jim Hart, '39, President of 
this Chapter, and his very able 
Committee, headed by Mrs. Robert 
Cayton (Vivian PeUey, '51), Miss 
Betty Lee. Nordheim. '51, Mrs. 
John H. West (Elizabeth "Skippy" 
Culton, "40), Mrs. Jack Walling 
(Mary Dawn, '40), and Mr. Robert 
Cayton, "50, had arranged for 
registration and a social hour pre- 
ceding the dinner. Table arrange- 
ments and decorations, registra- 
tion cards, etc., were clever and 
unusual, and greatly appreciated 
by the group present. The meet- 
ing was held at The Cabana in 
Erlanger. 
Mr. Kornell Huvos of the Cin- 
cinnati Library, who had to flee 
his native Hungary after the abor- 
tive revolution against communism 
there, spoke on "Life Behind the ■Iron Curtain." Mr. Bob Azbill, 
baritone, class of 1969, sang a 
selection of favorite songs. He 
was accompanied by his teacher, 
Mrs. Blanche Seevers of the East- 
ern faculty. Others from the 
campus were President W. F. 
O'Donnell, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. 
Richards. President O'Donnell and 
Mrs. Richards, Alumni Secretary, 
brought greetings from the cam- 
pus. Mr. Herschel Roberts, '36- 
'41, Ft. Knox, Ky., President of 
the Alumni Association, spoke on 
the alumni program. 
Others present were Mrs.- Her- 
schel Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce 
Champion, Miss Madeline Carman, 
Miss Viola Carman, Mrs. Linnie 
Bach, Miss Charity Cowan, Mr. 
and Mrs. Earl Faust, Mr. Duke 
Faulkner, Mr. and Mrs. James 
Franklin, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gilt- 
—
 ner, Miss Rozellen Griggs, Mr. 
and Mrs. Leonard Bullock, Mrs. 
James Hart, Miss Iris Jones, Mr. 
David Kemp and guest, Mr. and 
Mrs. Irvin Kuehn, Mr. Harry 
Lance, Miss Louise Larkin, Mrs. 
Florence Linder, Mr. James Lrt- 
sey, Mr. and Mrs. George Martin, 
Miss Joan Mitchell, Miss Margaret 
O'Donnell, Miss Mary E. Maupin, 
MT. and Mrs. Lee Pelley, Mr. and 
Mrs. Rickman Powers, Mr. and 
Mrs. Otwell Rankin, Mr. and Mrs. 
Irvin W. Sandford, Miss Ruth 
Sitton, Mrs. Carl Schott, Miss 
Norma Schmidt, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Sheriff, Miss Jean Sweeney, Mrs. 
Frances Vastlne, Mr. Jack Wall- 
ing, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Warner, 
Mr. John West, Miss Arlene Young 
and Miss Kathleen Wiley. 
FACULTY 
FACTS 
The FHA Vocational/Conference 
at Dayton High School was at- 
tended by Dr. Clyde J. Lewis on 
March 28. 
Miss Elizabeth Kessler and Mrs. 
Daisy B. French attended the 
AAUW State Convention on April 
3-8, where Miss Kessler served as 
State Committee Chairman of Fel- 
lowships. ■.   I 
DEATH OF CLARENCE KEMP.. 
Funeral services for Clarence C. 
Kemp, 80, of 4212 Forest Avenue, 
Norwood, O., were held at 10 a. m. 
on Monday, March 9. Mr. Kemp 
retired in 1943 after 43 years as 
a salesman with Swift ft Co. Mrs. 
Kemp is . a registered obstetric 
nurse. 
Mr. Kemp was the father of 
David H. Kemp, an Eastern grad- 
uate in the class of '49. David is 
teaching world history at Central 
High School in Cincinnati. 
In addition to Mrs. Kemp and 
David,"" Mr. Kemp is survived by 
a daughter, Mrs. Jane Mase, and 
another son,  Frederick  A. 
McClasson To 
Study At Kansas U. 
Richmond, Ky., April 6 (Special) 
—Mr. Alvin McGlaason, assistant 
professor of Mathematics at East- 
ern Kentucky State College, has 
recently received notification that 
he has been selected to be a mem- 
ber of a Mathematics Institute at 
the University of Kansas this sum- 
mer. 
The institute is supported by the 
National Science Foundation and 
is of eight weeks duration. This 
is the second year- that Mr. Mc- 
Glasson, has been invited to par- 
ticipate. 
He will be taking three courses 
"tS^aSaSi" 'J^ Alumni 
Hiram Brock Auditorium was the scene of music making on 
Friday, April Wth, at 1 p. m. Everyone studying' a string: instrument 
was there — from .third grade beginners to eighth grade experts. 
Richmond violinists, viollsts and Eastern Kentucky and they learn- 
A daughter, Cheryl Anne, was 
born on February 24 to Mr. and 
Mrs. Richard Shierling, . Route 4, 
Winchester, Indiana. Mrs. Shier- 
ling was the former Mae Clark, 
class of It 
1* 
cellists alone numbered thirty- 
four, but, added to these was a 
guest group of thirty string play- 
ers from Kingston Junior High and 
several students of^ Arthur Dan- 
ders, Berea, who journeyed from 
Somerset, Kentucky, for the oc- 
casion. 
Mrs. Margaret Salstrem, super- 
visor of music at Kingston, with 
the expert help of Arthur Danders, 
violinists, and Ruth Hay, cellist, 
both of Berea, have done a re- 
markable job of promoting and 
developing strings at Kingston, ac- 
cording to officials. 
These two groups of string play- 
ers were joined by the College 
String Class Orchestra. In all, 
about seventy string players par- 
ticipated. The Richmond String 
Students were from the classes of 
Miss Jane Campbell and Dr. Rob- 
ert Oppelt of Eastern's music 
faculty, and Mrs. Miriam Oppelt, 
local violinist. . 
The purpose of the projects Was 
to provide a stimulating social and 
musical experience for the chil- 
dren. Through the festival they 
become aware that strings are J 
being taught in many schools in 
in advanced mathematics that 
have been especially designed for 
college teachers to reflect the 
changing approach to mathemat- 
ics. He will also attend seminars 
and hear lectures by distinguished 
mathematicians and scientists. 
McGlaeaon is a graduate of East- 
ern State College. He received a 
Master of Science Degree from the 
University of Kentucky and did 
additional graduate work at the 
University of Kansas. 
ed that soon fine orchestras will 
become a reality. 
The program began with selec- 
tions played by the beginning 
string classes from Kingston and 
Richmond, followed, by perform- 
ances of the Kingston Orchestra 
and the Model Training School Or- 
chestra and then the College String 
Class Orchestra. For the climax 
of the program, the fifty most ad- 
troaiftcjs 
Bell-Smith 
Miss   Laura  Lee   Bell,   Hazard, 
and  Mr.  Wayne  Smith,  Behevue, 
members of the  1968  class,  were 
married  on  June 16.    The^r  are 
living in Huntington, W. Va., 37 
Marne   Drive,   where. Mr.   Smith 
vanced"players from all"orchestras .is a graduate student in chemistry 
played   together   the   "Symphony at   Marshall   College,   and   Mrs. 
For Young People" by Clifton Wil-  Smith   is   .teaching   BooMeeeping 
Hams, conducted by Dr. Oppelt.      *»d  Business  Math  at  Barbour- 
vuie High School. 
H 
HATS  BARBER   SHOP 
MAIN STREET 
Next to Woprworth's 
BALES 
* 
GOOD 
PLACE 
• 
E.  MAIN ST. 
FOOD 
RICHMOND. KY. 
. 
A PURE WHITE MODERN FILTER 
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is only the beginning of a Wl NSTON 
Its what's 
up front 
that counts 
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•Winston- puts-v^tis 
FILTER-BLEND 
The Count Down... .eleven, ten, 
nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, 
three, two, one, Campus! 
Want to keep the rabbits out 
Of your closet? Sprinkle the floor 
with grated cheese. (Rabbits are 
afraid of rats. 
Good weather relieves the 
schools' acute parking shortage, 
but creates a similar situation at 
the beach. 
Hope Eastern gets a 49 star flag 
in time to change to the 60 star 
flag- 
Eastern has many preparatory 
courses. The most popular of 
these is pre-engineering (choo- 
oboo). 
One teacher has outlawed red 
ink. The color clashes with her 
orange classwork folder. 
Having trouble stalling off that 
test? Remember—if at first you 
don't succeed,"why, why?" again. 
Moe—"Death must not be too bad." 
Shmoo—"How -you figure?" 
Moe—"Nobody ever complains." 
• 
■ 
up front... fine, flavorful    * 
tobaccos, specially ^processed 
for filter smoking J 
i 
t 
1 
: 
WINSTON 
a 1. lUynoldiTrti. Co., 
Wii»Un-8ataai.N.C. 
\J\JV LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD! 
K 
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Streamlining Education 
(Teaching Students   How  To Learn) 
When Russh* started cluttering op the sky with tin cam, dead 
dogs, metal basketballs and spent rochets, last November, she 
touched off a- series of rather embarrassing question* about Ameri- 
ca's education system. All sorts of drastic improvements were pro- 
posed. Most of which will take years to show much effect. I would 
like to propose a plan which could show almost immediate results 
and which would cost almost nothing to put into operation. 
! The plan is simple and direct. 
Teach .the student bow to learn 
and teach him now to do it rap- 
idly. It may seem silly at first, 
but actually it's not far-fetched at 
aM. 
A very large percent of t stu- 
student's time is spent reading. 
Psychologist tell us that fast read- 
ers retain, line for line, as much, 
if not more than slow readers. 
Most students poke along at 200 
words per minute; yet it's not dif- 
ficult at all and takes only a 
little practice to learn to read at 
500 words per minute. If slow- 
readers were taught to be fast 
readers, they could read their 
texts in less than half the time 
it now takes and retain just as 
much as they do now! 
Most .students don't take notes 
in class., The chief reason for1 this 
(other than the fact that they're 
lazy) is that they can't write and 
listen at the same time. If they 
took notes for an entire period 
they would be able to record only 
about one-fifth of the lecture. If 
they were taught speedwrtting 
(which takes only a few weeks 
to learn) they could, if they 
liked, record every word of the 
lecture. I am! Not advocating 
turning college students into un- 
paid stenographers, but if they 
could take notes at speaking rate, 
they could record an the import- 
ant ideas without missing out on 
any of the lecture. 
As a general rule, students hate 
to write compositions. The chief 
reason they struggle with it so 
much is that they- have' never 
been taught to make- a practical 
outline. By * practical outline*-1 
don't mean this bunk about "in- 
dent exactly one inch!" "Always 
us* Roman numerals for main di- 
visions etc. etc" By a practical 
outline I mean one which logically 
dent's, time if spent reading. Psy- 
simple, easy to work with parts. 
If. a student would make a prac- 
tical outline a couple of days be- 
fore- writing a composition, he 
could do the bulk of the "writ- 
ing" In his head. Thus saving 
himself hours of  time. 
Another big stumbling block for 
students is memorising. They 
spend hours going* over and' over 
material which has to be memor- 
ised. Tet, a simple method (which 
can be learned in less than one 
half  hoar)  exists which   enables 
any person to memorize 30 unre- 
lated objects in order after hear- 
ing them only twice. This method 
can be used to memorise a variety 
of things such as foreign langu- 
age, vocabulary, biological class- 
ifications, math and physic*, for- 
mulas, etc It is very easy to 
master and unbelievably effective. 
I want to make it dear here that 
I do not advocate increasing the 
amount of material a student 
memorizes but showing him a way 
to save time on the material' he 
already memorizes. 
These proposals may not seem 
earthshaking. But It seems to me 
that if a student could cut his 
reading .time in half, take exten- 
sive notes on lecture classes, 
simplify composition writing by 
making a practical outline, and 
memorize great volumes of ma- 
terial after hearing it only twice, 
he couldn't help but be a better 
student. 
• Ifshl Sex ■ ■ _ 
Faculty Facts 
Miss Joan Dawson and Mr. Ba- 
sel Mounts served as chaperones 
for the Band Tour to- various high 
school* in Kentucky on April 1-3. 
- Acting as coach and judge with 
Model High Sehool Debators in 
Louisville on April 5-8, was Mr. 
Victor Venettoss*, of the Bnglish 
Department. 
Dr, Henry O. Martin was in 
London and Williamsburg, Ken- 
tucky, on FWday, April 3 for the 
purpose of visiting student teach- 
ers there. He . was in Breathitt 
County on March 23-25 for their 
school evaluation and also at- 
tended the APEA Exploratory 
Conference in Barbourville, - Ken- 
tucky, on March 26. 
The PikeyiUe Chorus was con- 
ducted" by Professor James E. Van 
Peursera at the Music Education 
Conference in Roanoke, Virginia, 
on Friday, April 3, to Wedneaday, 
April 8. 
Representing Eastern at the 
Painteville High School Senior Day 
was Mr. D. J. Carry. 
k..._„. 
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day and dress sheers 
short, medium* long. 
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Smart Sfc*p 
CoMoge * •:.-.;« 
THE COLONEL DRIVE-IN" 
INC. 
Big Hill Avenue,  Richmond, Kentucky 
FEATURING SMALL FRY PIZZA 
4-HMO+ PIZZA — 25c and" Up 
TUESDAY, APRIL IV 
SPECIAL! 
COtONEL BURGER and1 FULL 
'    . * •  
24-OZ.   MTtKTSHAKE 
".«*"- "•' 5?c 
Owned and Operated,bf 
—-* _ 
What will you wear for eta*, fbr fun thts spring and summer? 
Something easy, probably something in lush jungle green since 
this is one of the most promising colors of the seasons. 
The favorite shape for the curvy season is the shirt-waist drees. 
Summer's prettiest silhouettes will include the shirt-waist dress 
all of its sisters, waist-Jength jacket worn with a full skirt, and 
the sheath The look for a spring dress is wide, wide from a middy 
design with a *ailor collar extended past the shoulders to a wide 
oape collar and a wide fluttering bow. 
The most important print for summer '59 will be the black-and-- 
white calico. This season it will be for city dresses, beach clothes 
and everything in accessories. 
Shoes will be-bright white slicked up With black patent leather» 
"PredicUon: this fashion will sweep the land. . . .including the 
staunchest black-shoe city   (New York)." 
For a new light to enter your Mfe this summer, why not try 
the new pearly tone*? The genuine mother-ofpearl wUl be used for 
the new pearly tones? The genuine mother-af-pearl will be used for jewelry and buttons to add a luminous glow to the fashions. Meth- 
er-of pearls is the lustrous lining ot eertain cool and mysterlou* **a- 
shells. Pick pearlyMoned white and pastel clothes with Jewelry 
nail polishes face powders, and eye shadows to accent your shining 
talente. These peariywtones help you so you will not get lost in the 
surroundings of the white lipstick worn under a color to give 
it a fascinaUng depth and lightness. This lipstick is the newest 
thing under the sun. 
Summer's funiest fun iao is the flowering bathing writ* for 
the summer season will be the two-piece writ in plain colors, prbKecf, 
and sometimes striped. Some of these are almost conservative Jjtth 
nice substantial top* and straight Itttle-boyish shorts. One^lece 
bathing suit*, of course, will still be seen. There will be some pret- 
ties to choose from as the neat halter top ones. 
Beach wraps this year/ will be anything from the shore start 
(a plain tailored shirt, usually made out of te same fabric as the 
swim suit) to the fanny beach coat (short, simply out, elaborately 
titmmed.) Also very popular this season will be thp beach daess 
which is street -, length with deep slits up the sides of the ekirt. Very 
Shoes foiv the beach will include the beach boot. It is a varia- 
tion of the canvas sneaker, cut rather high, preferably in beige, 
yeilaw, and other- sandy color*.     * _        >\^ 
Hat gossip will involve big straw sunshades, and oomethtng 
fresh called the baby cap — just that, made up in brightprints with 
little ties to keep in on your head. This makes rtdmg in a con- 
vertible a breeze. _. .    ......   1L._ Swim-wear manufacturers are predicting that the bikini bathing 
suit will make its first real appearance in the United States this 
summer. Moat of these suitB will be made with a concession to 
American modesty; Unlike the European variety, these will be 
modified or convertible, that is, with adjustable devices or elasti- 
cized fabric. The reason that th* bikhM sales are not too high in 
the United States is probably that American women realise they 
must keep a few  secrets. 
All in alls the spring and summer will be very pretty but wme*- 
time daring. 
•- 
DtXfE DRY CLEANERS 
CLEANING- AND PRESSING AT n> FINEST' 
Altering       Suede Cleaning       Pants Pegging 
Repairing      Waterproofing      Sixing 
Wo have no agent working. Instead 
we give all students a special discount. 
Ph©«# 7 Free Delivery 
i 
! 
SIDE  SPLITTING 
(Needles or Thread Furnished Cheap) 
".Gem* of JtsT 
from CHAS. A. KEJTH 
-.
1
      -2nd Printing 
Order today from College lewfc eUP* 
"«" ■ 
■wax 
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COLLEGE PUZZLE CONTEST 
FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY ME 
2 GRAND PRIZES 
,:.-■ 
Rambler "American". 
Big-car roominess, 
small-car economy.   . 
tops in performance! 
ssssasssss 
25 SECOND PRIZES 
COIUMBIA SrEREOPH0«(ir 
HI-FI sirs 
"Big SI 
ererf foi I 
eiactTu Uste 
t 
»   ! 
&*;* 
■lif 
" "■'■■^■X'A 
100 THIRD PRIZES 
WIN A RAMBLER STATION WAGON! 
LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT UP I 3 great cigarettes offer yen 627 chances to win! 
So pick your pack-save the six wrappers-and get going! It's crossword puzzle fun and real 
smoking pleasure all the way! 
ENTER OFTEN—HAVE FUN—AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At 
first the* DOWN and ACROSS dues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "right" 
answer. For example, the clue might readf "Many a- coed will be given her best date's P- -N." Either T 
(PIN) or "E" (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff» 
and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck! 
FMrRSON TRANSISTOR 
RAOIOS 
! set 
500 FOURTH PRIZES 
Cartons of America's f*:iest cig 
RULES-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY 
1. The College Puule Contest is open to college 
students and college faculty members except em- 
Sloyees and their immediate families of Liggett 
: Myers and its advertising agencies. 
2. Pill in all missing letters... print clearly. Use 
of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words 
prohibited. After you have completed the puule, 
•end it along with six empty package wrappers 
of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or 
Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn - 
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any 
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers, 
P. 0. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as 
often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six 
package wrappers (or a facsirofle) with each 
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered. 
I. Entries must be postmarked by midnight, 
Friday, May 29,1959 and received by midnight, 
Friday, June 5,1959. 
4* Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards 
Corporation, an independent judging organiza- 
tion, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought 
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will 
be required to complete in 25 words or less the 
following statement: "My favorite cigarette is 
(Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because ". 
Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of 
thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards 
Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded 
In event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be 
considered. By entering all entrants agree that 
the decision of the judges shall be final and 
binding. 
(.Solutions must be the original work of the 
contestants submitting them. All entries become 
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will 
be returned. 
t. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as . 
possible after completion of the contest. 
7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State 
and local laws and regulations.    . 
- HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29,1959 - 
CLUES ACROSS: 
1. These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage war ia the air. 
6. Some college students. 
10. When at Light up an Oasis. 
11. Sinking ship deserter. 
12. Plural pronoun. 
13. One expects discussions in a sociology class. \ 
16. A student's careless might annoy a short-story instructor. 
17. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark. 
18. Germanium (Chem.) 
19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.) 
21. It probably would count when you pick a home to bet on. 
22. Sometimes a girl on a data must into her pockstbook to help 
pay the tab. 
23. The musde-builder's may fascinate a poorly developed man. 
24. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.) •     .; •   ■■     ■ 
26. Campers will probably be -... by » forest fire.  '■ ■■ 
29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first ........ 
31. At homo. ' -,/•,- 
82. Literate in Arts (Abbr.) .-.-;■' 
38. Familiar for faculty member. 
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.) 
36. One could appear quite harmless at times. 
37. Reverse the first part of "LAM". ■ 
38. What will soon appear in a bombed-out city. 
CLUSS DOWNt 
1. The beginning and end of pleasuse. .   . 
2. A rural i can be inviting to a vacationist. 
8. Second and third tetters of OASIS.      ... , . 
4. When one is packed, It could be exasperating to remember 
a few articles that should be included. 
6. It would pay to be careful when glass fa. ••.•••• • 
6. Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD. 
7. Author Ambler. 
8. District Attorney (Abbr.) 
9. A from Parfa should please the average woman. 
12. An inveterate traveler will about distant lands. 
14 are hard to study. 
15. Stone, Bronze and Iron • 
20. How Mexicans say, "Yes". .......      ^       .     _ 
23. All L&M cigarettes are " high" In amoking pleasure. 
25. May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race. 
27. Initials of Ogtethorpe. Iona, Rutgers and Emerson. 
28. United Nations Organization (Abbr.) 
80; Golf mound. ■        . .   . . -    ,. ., 
82. Colloquial for place where the finest tobaccos are tested for LAM. 
83. Poet Laureate (Abbr.) 
84. Filter ends. ■ «        ^ 
85. What Abner might be called. 
36. Bachelor of Education degree. 
MINT CLEARLY! lima AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH 
Mail to Liggett & Myers, f». 0 Box 271, Mew York 46, New York. Be 
jure to attach six empty package wreppors of the seme trans' (or 
facsimile) from Chesterfield. L&M, or Oasis cigarettes. 
Haass 
Ms* 
Ceetegt 
Thh estry must he postmarked hefore midnight. May a. IKS. and 
received at P. 0. Box »|, Hew York 46. New Vort, hy midnight. 
JaasMSSB. 
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